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Abstract—Infrared weak small target detection is one of the
key technologies in the infrared early warning system, infrared
imaging guidance system and wide-field view surveillance system
etc. In the complex and low signal-to-noise ratio background
environment, the target has only a few pixels. There is no shape
and texture information to use. All of the above issues bring great
difficulties to infrared dim-small target detection. In this paper,
in order to deal with the shortcoming of large pixel tracking in
moving target detection algorithm based on time domain filtering,
apply the dim target detection based on Laplace operator to the
subject of this paper, the false alarm points obviously to be less,
and the target point is usually in the form of a single pixel, lay a
good foundation for reducing the complexity of the algorithm.
Keywords—moving target detection; spatial-temporal fusion
filtering; Laplace operator

I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of modern military technology,
all kinds of precision guided missiles is playing an important
role in modern warfare, it can precision strike with the military
targets on the ground, planes, ships and aircraft carrier battle
platform and so on. With the corresponding, in order to ensure
the safety of the operation platform, we need to effective
detection, tracking and confrontation for the hit target. Early
target detection and tracking system mainly uses radar
technology; it has advantages with all-weather and effect of
distance. However, due to the inherent external radiation
characteristics of radar, it becomes easy to expose and suffer
from the anti-radiation missile attacks. However infrared
detector passive receives the target radiation heat to detect the
target, and itself does not radiate energy. Compare with the
radar, it has the advantages of good concealment, strong ability
to resist electromagnetic interference.
Moreover, with the rapid development of modern aerospace
technology, the flight speed, maneuverability and sensitivity of
the precision-guided missiles is becomes higher and higher.
such as the X – 51 of America , the Kh-15C of Russia and the
ASM - 3 of Japan , etc. their speed of cruise missile to be 5 -7
Mach , and the maneuverability is very strong, so it put higher
requirements forward on the performance of target detection
and tracking system. In order to strive for long enough reaction

Infrared small target detection method is mainly divided
into two kinds: one is the detect before track method and the
other is the track before detect method.
The detect before track firstly according to the short gray
features of single frame image to detect the possible target
points, then according to short-term movement speed
characteristic of the target to eliminate the false target and
obtain the real target trajectory, the most typical weak target
detection algorithm is based on all kinds of single frame
detection and multiple frames trajectory analysis. because the
global characteristics of weak small targets is not very obvious,
it generally only for value point of local extreme, due to the
weak target detection algorithm which based on global features
mostly have a poor performance, we generally choose target
detection algorithm based on local feature. Fengyun Zhu et al
put forward a kind of motor weak target detection algorithm
base on the grayscale reverse phase feature of neighborhood
[1]; Wang and others by using small surface model to fit the
neighborhood surface of image, it base on the extreme
conditions to obtain the candidate target [2]; Songtao Liu
presented fingerprint image segmentation method based on
cellular automaton [3]. in addition, There are others detection
algorithm of single frame weak target which based on genetic
algorithm [4], neural network[5] and local entropy of image [6],
etc. after winning point set of the candidate target, according to
movement characteristics of the target, we could eliminate the
false target of the image sequences and get its true trajectory.
Diana presented target detection algorithm based on pipeline
filter [7]. There are also some algorithms using likelihood ratio
[8], neural network algorithm, the three dimensional spatial
filter and two-dimensional matched filter [9] etc. they extracted
the real goal from candidate target.
The track before detect algorithm is to search all possible
trajectories of the target, and complete accumulate energy of
the target, and then get the posteriori probability of each
trajectory, finally using the threshold value to judge the real
target motion trajectory. Reed put forward a three-dimensional
matched filtering algorithm to improve signal-to-noise ratio of
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time, this must be detection and tracking the target at a distance.
However, remote imaging is highly affected by the background,
the SNR of the image that received by infrared sensors is low.
And the pixels of the target that in the image is very little, it
causes the target detection and tracking became very difficult.
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the image [10]; [11] put forward a kind of track before
detection algorithm based on Multistage hypothesis testing;
Bin Wu and others used improved power law detector into the
small moving target detection which in infrared image
sequences of strong background. In addition, there are some
track before detection algorithm based on genetic algorithm
[12], neural network, image matching method and the wavelet
multi-scale analysis [13] .track before detection algorithm need
to track all possible trajectory of the whole space-time domain,
its algorithm computational is complexity and storage capacity
is very big, it has long testing time and easily lose
synchronization with the actual moving target [14], its realtime implementation is difficult, it generally used to establish
relatively a complete model and processing method, it used [15]
in the practical engineering application less.
In addition, there is a detection algorithm based on machine
learning, it put the target detection problem transform into a
pattern classification problem. Then according different
learning algorithms to train the target model and the
background model, and using the target model and the
background model to classify the input image. that is said to
extract sub images of the input image in turn, then according
the discriminate rules to determine whether the image block
contains the target or not, among them, the typical method have
principal component analysis method, the probabilistic
principal component analysis method and infrared small target
detection algorithm based on image sparse representation [16].
At present, this kind of algorithm is still in the phase of
theoretical research.
In this paper, in order to deal with the shortcoming of large
pixel tracking in moving target detection algorithm based on
time domain filtering, we present an improved method for
moving target detection based on spatial-temporal fusion
filtering.

candidate points that its time domain signal correlates with the
candidate point, then we can judge the candidate point is the
target point, mark it with a small red circle, otherwise, if not
find a eligible point, the candidate point is false alarm point or
random noise. By the method mentioned in the paper, we have
found the target point in first frame successfully; its
coordinates are (152,137), as shown in Fig. 1(d). Loop the
process above, found the target points in second and third
frame, their coordinates are (152,142) and (150,147), as shown
in Fig. 1(e) and Fig. 1(f).
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II. BASIC IDEA
Since the target detection method based on spatial-temporal
filtering with a large pixel tracking shortcoming, it is difficult
to realize real-time detection of small targets. Search for a less
pixel tracking target detection method with simple algorithm
becomes meaningful. In this paper, the target detection method
based on Laplace operator, applied to the small target detection
in infrared sequence image under cloud background, obtained
the very good effect. And on the basis of this method,
improved the moving target detection method based on interframe spatial correlation of the moving target, further reducing
the complexity of the algorithm. Finally, based on the temporal
correlation method, put forward an improved spatial-temporal
fusion filtering method for moving target detection.

Fig. 1. Detection results: (a)first frame image after spatial filtering (b)first
frame marked with candidate points (c)second frame image after spatial
filtering (d) first frame image marked with target point (e) second frame
image marked with target point (f)third frame image marked with target point.

IV. SUMMARY
In this paper, in order to deal with the shortcoming of large
pixel tracking in moving target detection algorithm based on
time domain filtering, apply the dim target detection based on
Laplace operator to the subject of this paper, the false alarm
points obviously to be less, and the target point is usually in the
form of a single pixel, lay a good foundation for reducing the
complexity of the algorithm. Then on the basis of this method,
improved the moving target detection method based on interframe spatial correlation of the moving target, which can
effectively reduce the complexity of the original algorithm.
Finally, based on the temporal correlation method, put forward

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We got the detection result of point target detection based
on Laplace operator, and then detect the result through moving
target spatial correlation detection, as shown in Fig. 1. Firstly,
find the coordinates of 4 candidate points in the image, store
them in the array P and mark with a green “+” , as shown in
Fig. 1. Then traverse their 8-neighbor in the second frame to
search eligible point, if we find a point in the 8-neighbor of one
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an improved spatial-temporal fusion filtering method for
moving dim target detection.
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